
with her husband. Nice people indeed and soon on their way for a long trip in Sweden. In several sheets of papers I was able to make a detailed map of places to visit there. Later together we
went to see a very nice theater performance in a "polder", a land stolen from the sea. The performance was great, showing us both what happen in the front and in the back of the stage, a really
good a meaningful use of theater in a time of cinema and television. After th show the couple drove us all the way back to Utrecht and Myrthe bought some sushi for us to eat in our little attic,
with the rain hitting the roof outside.

I woke up today that I felt I had allot to do and was in fact on my way to go through my daily update but suddenly got one of these migraines I normally get once a year, getting my eyes
completely blurred first and then slowly hitting my right part of the brain. To prevent that from coming, despite not being able to see properly, I walked to the little park to do some Chinese
gymnastic but I did feel rather miserable back in the little attic and had to go to sleep after a shower. It was nice outside though and Myrthe and i wanted to go to Den Bosch. We did so quite late
and met her father there who too us to a little town for a little walk and a beer (I drunk water). Later we went to his place in Breda and ate some good food. He is now retired and I told him a little
about me, my last ten years invested in a farm in Sweden and so forth. We became quite emphatic of one another I think and had much to talk about later, unlike with my former father-in-law
who had no cultural understanding. In our train ride back to Utrecht, Myrthe and I at last started conversation in our own language, me learning Dutch and her Italian... I am almost starting and
she quite advanced. Now home, some drawings and orange juice ahead before tomorrow, a last day in the Netherlands.

A good day after yesterday black out with the migrane. I woke up at five and worked non stop, first updating my project, than briefly going over to Jason for a breakfast and a little chat to get
also suggestion about curating the San Francisco show. Most of the day was in fact dedicated to this, scouting artists working with self-tracking and there were quite a few, less known and more
main-stream ones. In the afternoon Myrthe came back home for a few hours. The weather was crap, rainy and we went out to buy presents for my family. I was not so happy to spend too much
money for them as they have so much in their homes/safe boxes. Anyhow, I also did that and got even more poor... money just went out of my pocket in these weeks here in rainy Netherlands
and obviously I cannot go on like this. I also would wish to be more close to nature and the sun and got a little disturbed in the afternoon when we were seating at a café nearby and an old man
started flirting with Myrthe. Luckily I did not understand the conversation in Dutch and the man left before I could react. Nothing to be done anyhow. In the evening Myrthe went off to a dinner
and I am now alone in the attic preparing a few CDs for my old art history professor Francalanci, CDs with the four seasons filming of my life. Enough of writing today, I shall now cook some
food and don't make any more considerations about for instance what my future will be like. I am trying to do my best now to connect and be connected but obviously only until I am sort of
supported, then who knows...

Today I woke up decently early and went almost directly to update my project without really waiting for Myrthe. I tried to stay a bit with her but she soon went off and the small room and the
dreadful weather out got me really depressed and willing to be in the sun walking without so much money and full with spirit. Myrthe has perceived ll this and she came home from her work  that
I still kept somewhat of a distance. After three weeks in the small country I sort of feel it is not the place for me to settle... a bit too artificial, flat, and the drinking and smoking and having sex
liberties goes quite against my moral. There might be nicer places out in the countryside and I did enjoying paddling and biking but it feels quite much that Myrthe is stuck in her small city
environment. She felt my distance on the way to the airport, I was a bit cold and my feeling is really that I want to be on the road. She is a good and super cute companion but a prospect of hard
working and misery in a gray environment really delude me to the inner most. I need a hope, I want to work hard for my faith alone and to be surrounded by people with a faith, not orthodoxy off
course but only a mirage of a promise land or a simple solar reward at the end of our lives. Myrthe has not come my way and we might still have to hang out in such a fashion but for now I will
try to prioritize my exploring of the world, nor I am not sure where my faith put to practice will take me nor where my base will be. She seems fine with not committing nor marry so I should
perhaps just go along although it is still quite a big commitment and I want to keep being a dreamer! Now I am almost landing in Sweden, ironically beautiful and sunny. Liselott and August will
be there waiting for me and the latter will follow me on a trip to Italy. I miss Italy but I don't miss my folk there. If I would ever move back to Italy I will certainly miss the people I left behind up
North like Myrthe, August and Jacek . What a dilemma!

I am now seating in a very beautiful stone house in a long strip of land right ahead of the dolomites, an enchanting place. Today was very nice too, waking up in the airport hotel really early with
August and quite soon flying over Europe to an unusually cloudy and cold Italy. In Venice we had a car waiting for us and with August we were first in a nice village to look at the morning
market and eat good food, to later go to Quinto di Treviso, the place where I was once a university student, and take a walk with him nearby the river, waking our spirit up next to a dig and later
in the corn fields where I showed August all the tricks my grandfather Bruno taught me. August was happy but his mood got really down once Myrthe arrived. I could not really walk or enjoy the
little nice town of Feltre where we later arrived. In the town we accidentally met Michele, a nice homosexual guy who ended up being our host for the nice in the beautiful house where we now
are. If I had such a luck to inherit a house with a garden and the mountains I would always dedicate myself to it to the outmost. August was not really grateful instead and I had to talk to him to
straight him up for his misbehavior of the afternoon, but poor soul he is also tired. In the evening we had a very good pizza and everything was fine again other than  started writing that
we should not go to spend the night to Francesco tomorrow and so forth, making again clear that I don't have a place in my hometown.

A nice day waking up in the villa of Cesiomaggiore, slightly reminding me of my highlands. I had to wait hours before August and Myrthe woke up but it was nice to properly go over my
Archive and later even write an essay for the Juvenil part of my project. It was a bit sad leaving such a beautiful place, really complete with a beautiful garden and the landscape. Pedavena, a
nearby city was nice.  once told me to go there probably for the beer factory where we bought a big unfermented beer for Francesco who hosted us in the evening. During the day we
tried to walk up a mountain but it was too challenging and I drove through the mountains with Myrthe and August asleep before stopping at a town down my highland surrounded by the Brenta
river. We ate an ice cream and some uncooked piadine. The drive through the lowland was a bit disappointing seeing the effect of industrialization with small factories and houses all old and
cement built... a  dream came less. Before going to my old friend Francesco we took a walk in Vicenza and saw allot of vane people. It was very nice to be at Francesco's place at last, with little
Gemma getting all the attention. Despite my sister's warnings we slept in their sofa. 

I did not write in my Journal yesterday, it was very intense and busy preparing for Alessandro's wedding and making sure that both August and Myrthe felt motivated. The latter was a bit sad in
the morning but turned solar again soon. By the time we went to the church we were all quite happy and I felt quite proud among all my old friends dressing suits as if we were a small army
united by nature. Aftet the cerimony it was the actual dinner in a nice villa and we were all  very happy, August running around the buffet eating good food and Myrthe with me, caressing each
others and saying sweet things. This morning instead we woke up very early to go to my old Contemporary Art history professor Francalanci. It was a bit hard to find the way after so many years
but it was in fact delightful to meet him particularly in that setting of an old house in the country with trees and his vegetable garden blooming. He spoke allot and did not really asked anything to
me nor absolutely to Myrthe. The lunch was very nice however but we had to soon interrupt it to travel to Udine where we are now spending the night. On the way we also picked a Polish couple
of hitchhikers and the rest of the day we spent in the small city center finding however quite a bored punk youth and visiting the city museum afraid of the rain and to keep up with Myrthe's
museum culture.

A nice easy day waking in the city center of Udine, feeling a bit scared of the old apartment in possibly an area bombed by the Second World War. it was hard to appreciate the city with so many
architectural styles and the many modern buildings replacing those bombed but we did find our nice spots like an old square where we sat yesterday to see the world cup final. August turned out
to be very happy and social. All that was grumpy of him, all that he brought from Sweden was gone and he has been completely a nice fellow to be with for several days in a row now. After a
few breakfast in two bars we sat off to the sea side of Lignano by bus carrying all our luggage for quite some time and then reaching my mother's apartment that she was quite happy to see us.
Little was sleeping and we had a light meal before Myrthe and I went to buy allot of grocery. Now we are seating in the terrace of an apartment just above  typical now of Italian
families going back to their patriarch settings after the mirage of a capital based economy.  

A sunny day with the only down side that it was quite hard to integrate from the beginning in the new regime of things, in the beach and sun and sea domain. I did easily adapt but had to make
sure that both August and Myrthe were happy and facilitated. it was a bit hard with the strong sun to keep on the beach despite us being quite protected, under my mother's expensive umbrella in
the front row of the beach. At last we took a walk to a nice ice cream place and got slowly some energy back walking back on the beach. It was very nice in the late afternoon to be with August
and Myrthe but also  and little in the water, playing all sort of acrobatics and bringing joy to one another. It was nice also to play ball and other games with other kids that are
August age; hopefully he will be able to hook to some of them although the language barrier is a bit burden... now off to my mom to eat some roasted chicken... she doesn't cook no more.

Today the day was far more structured and I was able to do more things. We woke up late anyway but I did manage a little update before going out for an haircut that  demanded.
August was with the new skateboard he got from  and Myrthe and I stopped at the main square to write some e-mails. I was a bit sloppy although I do have a few e-mails to write in
preparation for the San Francisco exhibition. At home everyone was a bit tired and I cooked lunch before going shortly to bed. I woke up quite soon after and got allot done updating my project
and writing the e-mails I wanted, particularly to old Francalanci who seems toengageonly one theoretical aspect in trying to explain my work. It just feels that for disciplined practitioners there is
no need for outsider curators. The afternoon at the beach was great; the sun was not too strong and we engaged in many playful activities such as playing ball and beach tennis. August had a little
friend for a while but these Italian boy are all football oriented. Now we got home quite early and are soon ready for a pizza with 

A nice day. I woke up and updated my project while Myrthe was helping  with the grocery. Little was also here and she played with sweet August before we biked out to the blue
river where I once was painting and doing shamanic rituals with the company of a university mate. After picking some blackberries we biked to our dog beach and built once again as a year
before a shelter, just like a Jewish family in their shelter building ritual. I even had a kite attached to it and enjoyed making small films before going to our favorite ice cream place making
everything from scratch and tasting really good. After that kick we biked back to beach where August was a bit grumpy from the beginning but then had small friends to play with. I
was quite cheerful with them and we got a tournament going with beach ball. August who can never loose turn out to be strong and powerful, winning the strongest.

Today it was August the first to wake up and I once again did not have the time to properly update my project. For me it is a great satisfaction doing such a work every morning, while the less
satisfying part is all the social activities that comes once I get on-line. Nothing has really changed then, in terms of nurturing pure pleasure only through self-reliance. It was quite nice this
morning however, being at the dog beach with Myrthe and August building a boat for the latter while he was out fishing with his new fishing net and she was in the shelter I built yesterday
reading. The boat was not really floating in the end but August had fun and later we were off to our nice ice cream place as a little tradition, eating white mint and liquorice all made from scratch.
Finally we got to my mother's civilized beach and took a nap before setting off to play our Ball games.

I woke up in the middle of the night today. Myrthe and I were sleeping in the living room of the tiny apartment to make space to and  Also I was a bit hurt by a talk initiated by
Myrthe yesterday in which she tried to ask me why I was so down during my stay in the Netherlands. I jave really no answer but that perhaps I like my summers at the sea and in the sun although
I mentioned all sort of other fears. My future with my ''art'' is very unstable so will see how to combine things and let' shop and work for the best. I am laying at the beach now; we have been here
all day with  e little  were also here only briefly and now they are probably at the service prior dining together for and mine birthday. We also had
a little salad with my sister's family and the rest of the day was spent playing games. August did played quite well with some Italian boys I am connecting him to. Yesterday he also felt from the
bike but got a few scratches and nothing serious.

A nice day spent first updating my project and then at my mother's sea side place where we rented a little boat with  and It was nice to be up sea and dive as well as it was nice to
be under the umbrella in the heat of the day and tell each other stories of our trips to exotic countries with allot of interesting adventures from Myrthe's experience in Indonesia. 
invited us for a bike ride later; he got me a new bike and August kept home with while me, and Myrthe biked out to Bibione, the town where I was to be on vacation when I
was little. Myrthe and I kept a bit there while biked fast home since  has to work tomorrow. I quite admire him, a well developed man with a fruitful profession and people
who loves him always at his disposal and I feel like at times that he was my educator.

A very nice day waking up that it was raining and blowing but nonetheless deciding to take a trip to the nice and less touristic sites of the region. After cooking the gnocchi we got in a nice baker,
Myrthe, August and I drove with my mother's car to the city of Palmanova planned by the Venetian in the shape of a star. While the city in itself was rather dead and uninteresting, the
surrounding fortification was impressive. Later we ended up in Aquileia and a storm came while we were eating watermelon. Wet we arrived in the Roman basilica and I felt literally in love with
the beautiful mosaic and the unexploited and idyllic location. Later in the afternoon we were instead exploring the beautiful Grado, a little Venice were the civilized Romans escaped the barbaric
invasions. Now the civilized barbarians enriches the region eating at the many restaurants but I decided to drive back to a rougher one in the country. I used to come here many years ago but
now, alas, is totally restored and fancy.

A quite okay day despite the unusual cloudy weather here in Northern Italy. With Myrthe I went to a nice bakery nearby to buy all sorts of things and then we had a nice breakfast before going to
the beach. It was nice there without too much sun and we played quite some beach ball and ate some sandwiches with the nice bread we bought. The rest of the afternoon was a bit dull and
August kept entertained by his tablet whole Myrthe and I went out to buy her some round sunglasses. It is still raining out but little came over and we ate some healthy soup with polenta
before going out again with my mom.

A nice day with the sun finally coming back and us going to the sea side after a thorough update of my project. Myrthe actually went by herself and August and I went by the bakery to buy us
bread and mortadella for lunch. Once there August started building with the sand and I went in the water for a swim with Myrtina. After the sandwiches and a sleep we took a walk to the end of
the beach and were quite out of energies on the way back but I was able to hook up some Italian boys with August and he had proper fun although he does not want to play soccer in the end. Now
we are all home showering and ready for an easy going evening with some soup I made yesterday and some of my mother's lasagna (she buys these things nowadays). 

Another rainy and coldish day in this strange Italian summer. To the beach it was nice though and I managed some exercises in the silver weather as well as a swim. August instead played with
his Friulian friend Luca (all blond and blue eyes the Longobards here) before the rain started and we went all home. After eating some salad and starting to finish up the food in the fridge, Myrthe
and I went out to look for a DVD player to watch some of my mom's movie and let the afternoon go by. With little  while I was cooking we saw the life of a black servant at the White
house, a guy who liked to serve just like me. Now August doesn't want to go out and Myrthe and I feel we should really take a walk, so will see.

I drove from five to nine in the morning all the way down to Ravenna. The trip with sweet Myrthe was interesting; the first part very speculated by the old economic boom while the second,
entering the Emilia Romagna region, was really green and sober, untouched by speculation. We ended up in a nice modern apartment and was quite nice going around the early Christian
churches of Ravenna. It was not as impressive as Aquileia but a nice moment came visiting Dante's tomb and findingg a dog on a sarcophagus liking a tiny bird felt from the nestle and a Russian
girl taking care of him by positioning in the mound where the poet was burried...  really poetic! The afternoon was rainy and we felt quite tired but did enjoyed the church museum and
particularly the fact that allot of the interesting items where found thanks for destructions. The floor tiles which in the back had Roman inscriptions were very interesting and so the mosaics that
came up with the bombing of the Second World War. Now we are seating in a cheap restaurant enjoying ourselves with home made pasta before walking home, hopefully without rain.

I am writing from my mobile, I have no alternatives. While contemplating and almost crying in front of the mosaic in Sant'Apollinare in Classe, finally understanding the importance of rituals
also within my Virtual world, a thief managed to get in  car and steal my precious bag with my computer. Well, I only use my computer to elaborate my project so the loss is
minimized and I was relieved when two hours later, having drove to Mantua and looking for my bag we got an e-mail from the police in Ravenna. At least my and August's passports are still
there and no memory from my Archive was really stolen but the videos I have shot during this summer holiday. Instead of going back directly to Ravenna though we kept in Mantua and explored
the beautiful city center with much of the very inspiring Alberti's work, pure architectural geometry meant to elevate the soul. The sun was strong and I only temporarily felt slightly upset for the
robbery otherwise feeling very calm and simply ready to move on with my practice, no matter these situations to which I feel rather prepared. In the afternoon we drove out in the Mantua
countryside where we had rented a room at a nice bed and breakfast. The landowner was also quite nice and gave us two bikes to explore the flat country which was actually quite decadent and
backward although the hills at the distance looks very nice. We ate in a little village towards evening and are now ready to go to sleep as tomorrow there will be allot of driving.

Another day without computer traveling very early in the morning back to Ravenna to recover our stolen bags from the police. I was shocked to find that the thieves who turned out to be gypsies,
opened up even my bags with the trash I have collected in sidewalks over the last month. My drawings were also safe and the policeman quite nice. Soon after we drove all the way to Padua to
meet my uncle in his warehouse. It was like a mafia film and I sincerely like now the fact that I am subtracted from this decaying paradigm held up by this arrogant post war generation, the baby




